Delta Prince
Dark Bay or Brown Colt; Apr 10, 2013

By STREET CRY (IRE) (1998). Horse of the year in United Arab Emirates, Stakes winner of $5,150,837 USA in N.A. and United Arab Emirates, Stephen Foster H. [G1] (CD, $516,615), etc. Leading sire in Australia, sire of 11 crops of racing age, 1877 foals, 1308 starters, 108 stakes winners, 7 champions, 897 winners of 2725 races and earning $116,993,051 USA, including Zenyatta (Horse of the year in U.S., $7,304,580, Breeders' Cup Classic [G1] (OSA, $2,700,000), etc.), Winx (Champion in Australia, to 5, 2016, $7,004,338 USA, The Star Doncaster Mile [G1], etc.), Shocking (Champion in Australia, $4,561,399 USA, Emirates Melbourne Cup [G1], etc.), Street Sense (Champion in U.S., $4,383,200, Kentucky Derby [G1] (CD, $1,450,000), etc.).

1st dam
ROYAL DELTA (f. by Empire Maker). 12 wins in 20 starts, 2 to 5 in NA, $4,811,126 (USA), Champion 3-year-old filly in U.S., Champion older mare twice in U.S., TVG Alabama S. [G1] (SAR, $300,000), Breeders’ Cup Ladies’ Classic [G1] (CD, $1,080,000), Breeders’ Cup Ladies’ Classic [G1] (SA, $1,080,000), Delaware H. [G1] (DEL, $450,000), Personal Ensign H. [G1] (SAR, $360,000), Beldame Invitational S. [G1] (BEL, $240,000), Delaware H. [G2] (DEL, $450,000), Black-Eyed Susan S. [G2] (PIM, $150,000), etc.

CROWN QUEEN (f. by Smart Strike). 4 wins in 6 starts at 3, $593,000, Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup S. [G1] (KEE, $300,000), Knob Creek Lake Placid S. [G2] (SAR, $180,000).

Carnival Court (f. by Street Sense). 2 wins at 3, $161,662, 3rd Alabama S. [G1] (SAR, $60,000).


Khozan (c. by Distorted Humor). 2 wins in 2 starts at 3, $49,200.

Love Delta (c. by Seeking the Gold). 5 wins at 3 in ENG, $48,577 (USA).

Delta Prince (c. by Street Cry (IRE)). See below.

2nd dam
LYPHARD’S DELTA, by Lyphard. 4 wins in 7 starts at 3 in ENG, placed at 4 in NA, $151,642 (USA), Vodafone Nassau S. [G2]. Sister to PROUD DEBONAIR ($303,836, Grey Lag H. [G3], etc., sire), half-sister to Fatal Charm ($37,020 (USA), 3rd Galtres S.). Dam of 11 winners--

DELTA PRINCESS (f. by A.P. Indy). Black type winner, see above.

BIONDETTI (c. by Bernardini). 3 wins in 5 starts at 2 in ENG and ITY, placed in 1 start at 3 in FR, $359,583 (USA), Gran Criterium [G1], 2nd Prix Messidor [G3]. Sire.

INDY FIVE HUNDRED (f. by A.P. Indy). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $244,510, Garden City Breeders’ Cup H. [G1] (BEL, $150,000), 2nd Lake Placid H. [G2] (SAR, $30,000). Dam of--

Ecliptic (c. by Kingmambo). Winner at 2 and 3 in ENG, $45,174 (USA), 2nd 32red.com Superlative S. [G2].

A. P. Delta (c. by A.P. Indy). 4 wins, 3 to 5, $125,380. Sire.

Absolute Return (g. by Carson City). 7 wins, 5 to 8, $104,256.

Busatto (c. by Bernardini). 5 wins, 3 to 5 in ENG and UAE, $77,878 (USA).

Western Power (c. by Gone West). Winner at 3, $61,475.

Delta Miner (c. by Mineshaft). Winner at 4 and 5, $33,984. Sire.

Delta’s Way (c. by Dayjur). Winner in 2 starts at 4 in NA, $30,629 (USA).

Swainson (c. by Swain (IRE)). 3 wins, 3 to 10 in ENG, $30,104 (USA).

Delta Emperator (c. by Empire Maker). Winner at 4, $5,424.

3rd dam
**Delta Prince**  
Dark Bay or Brown Colt; Apr 10, 2013

**PROUD DELTA**, by Delta Judge. 12 wins at 3 and 4, $387,761, Champion older mare in U.S., Beldame S.-G1, Top Flight H.-G1, Hemstead H.-G2, Affectionately H., Shuvee H., Suffolk County H., Rare Treat H., 2nd Ladies H.-G1, etc. Half-sister to **CITY GIRL** ($105,870, Alcibiades S.-G3, etc.), **DRESSEN DOLL** ($115,520, Demoiselle S., etc.). Dam of 7 winners--


**LYPHARD’S DELTA** (f. by Lyphard). Black type winner, see above.

**Fatal Charm** (f. by Sham). 2 wins at 3 in ENG, placed at 4 and 5 in NA , $37,020 (USA), 3rd Galtres S. Dam of--

=**FAIRY CHARM** (GB) (g. by Fairy King). 8 wins, 2 to 6 in ITY, $226,159 (USA), Premio Ambrosiano.

=**Alabastro** (IRE) (c. by Fairy King). 12 wins, 2 to 5 in ITY, $230,019 (USA), 2nd Premio Daumier, 3rd Premio Signorino, Premio Nearco.

=**Fabulous Charm** (ITY) (f. by Fabulous Dancer). Winner at 2 and 3 in ITY, $40,376 (USA). Dam of--

=**IL FENOMENO** (ITY) (g. by Denon). 8 wins, 3 to 7, placed at 10, 2016 in ITY and IRE, $291,548 (USA), Hwt. at 3 on Italian Free Hand., 14 fur. & up, Premio Carlo d’Alessio [G3], 2nd Premio Duca d’Aosta.

Lvage (f. by Roberto). Winner at 5, $50,280. Dam of--

**Sovereign M. D.** (g. by Sovereign Dancer). 13 wins, 3 to 7, $356,031, 2nd Phil D. Shepherd S. (FPX, $8,500), 3rd Ralph M. Hinds Pomona Invitational H. [L] (FPX, $12,000). Set ntr at Mountaineer Casino Racetrack & Resort, 2 miles in 3:27.66.

Youre Speeding Luv (f. by A.P. Indy). Unplaced in 1 start. Dam of--

Extra Impact (f. by Honour and Glory). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $97,660. Dam of--

**DREAMBOAT ANNIE** (f. by Freud). 4 wins at 3 and 4, 2016, $195,210, New York Stallion S. -R (BEL, $60,000), 3rd New York Stallion S. -R (AQU, $10,000).

Proud Irish (c. by Irish River (FR)). 4 wins, 3 to 5, $111,570. Sire.

Shahbash (c. by Topsider). 2 wins at 3, $24,228.

Manila Proud (g. by Manila). 2 wins at 3 in FR , $18,688 (USA).

4th dam

LOVING SISTER, by Olympia. Unplaced. Half-sister to **DOLL INA** ($134,429, Margate H., etc.), **Whistling Kettle** ($71,037, 2nd World’s Playground S., sire). Dam of 6 winners, including--

**PROUD DELTA** (f. by Delta Judge). Champion, see above.


**ROBERTO’S DOLL** (f. by Roberto). 2 wins at 2, $30,270, Blue Hen S., 2nd Pocahontas S.

**Lucky Roberta** (f. by Roberto). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $102,085, 3rd Torrey Pines S. [LR], 4th La Canada S. [G1].

**Bowstring** (f. by Torsion). Winner at 3 and 5, $37,983, 3rd Wistful S.

**CITY GIRL** (f. by Lucky Debonair). 5 wins, 2 to 4, $105,870, Alcibiades S.-G3, Bonnie Miss S., 2nd Promise S.


**Urbanized** (g. by Hoist the Flag). 3 wins at 3, $63,582, 3rd Thomas A. Edison H.

RACE RECORD for Delta Prince: At 2, unraced; at 3, 2016, one win, once 2nd, once 3rd. Earned $41,100.